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Preliminary flow tests with sand, sand/water mixtures

and mush ice.

Friction in a few particulate systems has been measured

in a kind of Couette viscosimeter with free surface flow.

~est apparatus

A revolving vessel (diameter 1.40 m) is filled, e.g.

with sand up to a height of 0.5 ~. Into this sand bed a piece

of a large tube with outer radius R = 0.352 m and wall thick-

ness s = 5 mm is immersed cocentrically to a depth of h =
0.05 to 0.2 m. On this tube the holding moment M is measured

when the vessel containing the sand is set into rotation.

When this is done slowly by hand, a high starting mo-

ment Mst is measured instantaneously. After that, when the

material is sliding slowly past the tube (say with a few

cm/s), the moment drops down to a much lower value M .s
In other test series the revolving vessel is driven by

a motor and the angular velocity ~o can be kept constant.

The relative velocity at the tube wall then is v = R'Wo =
0.2 to 1.6 m/s; such tests give M(h,v).

2) Resul ts _.foLE.l_.@and

The sand used here is made of polystyrol which has a

specific weight of rm= 1060 kp/m3, i.e. only 6% higher than

for water. Apparently, this sand has been produced by cutting

a wire into pieces; tests with different screens give a mean

grain diameter of 1.43 mm. The sand was given us by Bundes-

anstalt für Wasserbau, Außenstelle Küste, Hamburg, where also

shear tests have been made. The packing is characterized by

K = grain volume/total volume; e.g. for homogeneous spheres

in densest packing >< =m:../3 V2 = 0.740 and in cubical packing
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K = 'Ji:/6 = 0.524. For the polystyrolsand the angle 1 of inner

friction can be approximated by

jA..= tan
cf

~ 3.3)( - 1 for 0.53 <)( <. 0.60,

whether the sand is dry or wet.

shear box was between 0.5 and 2

ity 0.9 mm/min. The bulk weight

562 to 636 kp/m3.

Fig.1 gives the starting moment as measured with the

same polystyrolsand, yet on different days. Unfortunately,

there is a large difference for the absolute values of Mst.
Perhaps, the original packing was different and also the

work to be done to dilate the sand in the neighbourhood of

the fixed tube into a looser packing to enable sand flow.

However, in both series Mst increases with the square of

immersion depth

( 1)

The normal pressure in the
2kp/cm and the shear veloc-

r =r~.K varied here from

2
Mst 'V h .

Hence, we assume the pressure p

depth y and to bulk weight r as in a

Coulomb's friction coefficient F the

becomes

(2)

to be proportional to

fluid p= '( y. Wi th

wall shear stress

~ =fP =r~y

and the moment

J
"r; 2 2

] 2M = e ~ R + 2 1C(R-s) 1::dy + 2 (R-s/2) s
o

2
=~q(0.767 h + 0.004 h) for R = 0.352 m,

(h)

h in m.

Since h ~ 0.2 m we may neglect the second term.

In Fig.2 speed tests at v~0.2 m/s are shown: M/h2vs v.
Obviously, the test points do not quite form a single street.

It might be mentioned that they do so - at least for v< 0.5

m/s or so - when M/h2 is plotted vs v.h, as if there existed

in this dry sand a viscosity~with the dimension m2/s and a

Reynolds number vh/v .



)C fL r p-y
loose packing 0.53 0.749 562 kp/m3 421 kp/m3

0.55 0.815 583
" 475 "

dense packing 0.58 0.914 615 " 562 "
0.60 0.980 636

" 623 "
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In any case, Fig.2 shows that the moment depends strongly

on speed at low velocity. Hence, the measurements of the

sliding moment Ms at small, yet finite speed are not signi-

ficant since this gmall velocity could not be measured; so

these results are shown in brackets only. In the shear box

tests at v~ 0 i t has been found after equ. (1 ) :

The right hand scale in Fig. 2 for ft-tshows that these values

for v~O might weIl fit as limi ting values for v ~ 0 if one

assumes a dense packing in the rotating sand due to unavoid-

able vibrationes, e.g. 'K= 0.58, r= 615 and~1= 562 kp/m3.

For greater velocities (v) 0.5 m/s) the decrease of the

moment is not only due to a decrease of friction with speed,

but also because the sand surface becomes parabolical and

the "wetted" surface of the fixed tube is also changed. On

the rotating sand surface ys(r) the inner normal must have

the same direction as the resultant of centrifugal and grav-

itational force on a sand grain there with mass b.m:

d ys-=
dr

'l..
Llm r (.U

~m g
(5)

If ~ = const = 00 this gi ves

2 2v r
ys = ~ ~ + const. (6)

where v = R Wo is a constant characterizing each test.

Yet, in contrast to water, there is apparently no flow

underneath the open edge of the fixed tube so that there is

no exchange of sand inside and outside the tube. When each

single sand volume inside the tube (0< r':::"R) and outside

(R< r< RV= radius of vessel) remains constant, and if the

angular velocity were the same everywhere, there were two

parabolas
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1
'2) for 0< r<R, and

R 2+R2V
2

) f 0r R < r< RV'
2R

with yo = original surface height

san~urface would increase at the

1 2/Llhi = 2 T 2g

v2 r2
ys - yo = 2g

(
R2

v2 r2
ys - yo = 2i (

~

(7)

(8)

at v = o. With RV =
inner wall by

2R the

(9)

and decrease at the outer wall by

3 2 /.6ho = - ~ v 2g. (10)

Centrifugal forces yiel~ indeed an increase of sand

height L\hi inside and a decrease ~ ho outside the tube as

shown in Fig.3. But there are also two boundary layers where
the angular velocity w(r)variesfrom a low value at the

inner and outer tube wall to the constant value Wo outside

the boundary layer. Usually, there was some slip so that

0< tv (r=R) < toJo. Because of this dependence of tJ) on radius r
the surface in the two boundary layers decreased steeply

towards the wall. Outside the tube the angle of repose in-

creased with speed up to 450 and more; the boundary layer

thickness was a few cms. Since the boundary layer flow has

not been measured in detail, it dO$s not seem profitable to

calculate this surface deformation starting from equ.(5).

Exactly in this region dilatancy should also be taken into

account.

No explanation can be giyen why in ]'ig.3 at original
depths h = 7.5 and 10 cm (at v = 0) the change of sand height

on the inner tube wall is negativewhereas usually it is pos-
itive. At the other immersion depths the decrease of wetted

surface on the outer wall is roughly almost compensated by

an increase on the inner tube wall.
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3) Resul ts for a dense..s~dLwater mixture

In the present tests with a large free surface the be-

haviour of a sand/water mixture is quite different from that

of dry sand, although the same angle of inner friction - as

measured in the shear box - has been found for dry or wet

sand.

The bulk weight of the mixture depends on the specific

weight of the sand material 1M = 1060 kp/m3, that of water

rw = 1000 kp/m3, and of the fractional solid content
)( of

the packing

y =111><+ Yw(1 - ><) = 1000 + 60K [kp/m~ (11)

If the sand packing is the same as in dry sand: K ~0.58 and

r
~1 035 kp/m3.

An earth pressure can now originate only from the dif-

ference

b."( = r - "'Iw=(YM-Y.) K = 60'K [kP/m3J. (12 )

Hence, one would expect the starting moment Mst to be much

smaller here than in dry sand, vize by the ratio of Ay to Y
of the dry sand: 60K/1060)(= 0.0566. Yet, after Fig.4 the

actual moment is much higher: 105/(455 or 835) = 0.23 or 0.13

instead of 0.0566. Here, besides the tube with R = 0.352 m

a smaller one was also used with R' = 0.207 m. After equ.(4)

the ratio of the moments should be

(2Tt:.R2 + 2:A,(R-s)2)/(2%R,2 + 2:Jv(R'-s)2) = 2.92.

This is confirmed when one assumes again M,,-,h2, as 105 h2/

36 h2 = 2.92. The moment at h = 0.05 m was sometimes too
small to be measured by this test equipment (two points in

brackets) .

The starting moment depends on frictional tangential

shear at rest, or rather its limiting value before motion

sets in, and on the work to dilate sand into a looser pack-

ing. Obviously, these phenomena cannot be converted here

simply by replacing the bulk weight
r of dry sand by I:::."{for

the sand/water mixture. Yet, for the passive normal earth
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pressure on a body dragged through sand or sand/water at

vanishing speed this procedure works very weIl as is shown

in the appendix.

At non-zero speed v the behaviour of the mixture is even

qualitatively quite different from that of dry sand. Fig.5

shows how intricate the dependence on M(v) is; the moment

depends here on depth h rather linearly than with h2.

The measurements in Fig.5 were made when there was a

water surplus of about 4 cm above the sand at rest. Without

such a surplus, i.e. when at rest the water just covers the

sand, the moment is considerably greater. The difference ~ M
of the moments without and with water surplus is after Fig.6

roughly independent of speed and immersion depth. This is

again an effect of sand dilatancy. In the inner and outer

boundary layer of the tube with relative motion of sand grains

the packing is loosened and more water is needed there. Hence,

the free water/air surface is locally dragged into the narrow

interstices of the sand arousing additional capillary forces.

This effect was also observed in resistance tests where it

could be much reduced by a detergent reducing surface tension.

The rotating sand surface (with or without water surplus

above it) is a single paraboloid now and the sand height at

the fixed tube is indeed reduced by v2/2g at the inner and

outer wall. This follows also from equ.(6) with 4)=Wo i. e.

when the boundary layers are neglected.

Hence, replotting the values M(h,v) from Fig.5 vs wetted

depth(h-v2/2~gives Fig.7. For all depths h = 0.1,0.15 and

0.2 m at higher velocities between 0.5 and 1.2 m/s we now get

with water surplus M = 4.2'(h - v2/2g) in mkp, and

without 11
"

M = 0.29 + 4.2'(h _ v2/2g). (13)

Apparently, at v> 0.5 m/s the flow in the boundary layers has

become turbulent, the sand grairuare whirled up and their

small overweight is no longer important. The tubulent shear

stress is practically independent of depth and velocity in

the test range; its mean value follows from
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M(h,v) = 2.21C (R-s/2)2(h - v2/2g)'t:
2'(; = 2. 7 kp / m .

(14 )

Unfortunately, no solution seems available for this three-

dimensional Couette flow (with an open end) to eompare with

a Newtonian fluid. After J.Happel and H.Brenner, "Low Reynolds

number Hydrodynamies" p.463, Nordhoff, Leyden, one would ex-

peet the viseosity of this dense sand/water mixture to be 10

or 20 times that of water.

4) Results for mush iee

For similar tests Dr.J.Sehwarz, HSVA, supplied us with

broken iee from his iee tank. Mueh water was added to produee

a somewhat homogeneous iee/water mixt ure. On the first testing

day (2nd May 1979) it eontained some large floes of up to

ab out 10 em diameter. For the seeond tests on 4th May these

large pieees were taken out or erushed. To deseribe the eon-

sistenee of this mush iee: one eould write with a finger in

it and the traees held on for a few hours. Probably it reaeh-

ed down to the bottom of the vessel without a sheet~ater

there; when the vessel was put into rotation the whole mix-

ture was taken along at onee as with a rigid body.

After Fig.8 the starting and sliding momenuon the tube

with R = 0.352 mare of the same order of magnitude as in

Fig.4 for the sand/water mixture. But, here the moment Mst
depends only linearlyon depth h, or possibly like h3/2.

When we evaluate the seeond series only beeause this mixture

was more homogeneous we must assume M"-' h, whieh again means

that the shear stress on the inner and outer wall of the tube

was independent of depth and weight

M = 2.21C (R - s/2)2h 1: = 1.53 h T . (15)

For depths h = 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 m we get

starting moment M/h = 25 kp or ~ = 16 kp/m2
sliding" 17 " 11"v = 0.2 m/s 6.3" 4 "
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This finite shear in a slip plane (without a visible

boundary layer flow)which is independent of normal pressure

reminds one of cohesion. This is an essential material

property - e.g.in clay in contrast to cohesionless sand -

but also here in mush ice. At small gliding speed it de-

creases rapidly at first and increases slowly for v> 0.2 m/s.

At constant speed v = 0.2 or 0.4 m/s on part of the

outer wall of the fixed tube a crevice was observed, perhaps

caused by a slight excentricity of the tube. It was filled

up by tapping (vertically) the rotating ice next to the tube;

without this precaution the moment was about half as small

as in Fig.8.

Appendix

For reproducible future measurements in mush ice it could

be useful to characterize the respective ice by the result

of a simple test. Hence, the drag of a vertical rod was also

measured when the vessel was set into rotation. Fig.9 gives

the starting and sliding moment Dst and Ds for two rods with

diameter d = 4.5 resp. 3 cm at depths h = 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2m.

Admittedly, the scatter of the results for the thin rod

is perhaps too large for any serious evaluation, yet we can

not resist trying. The drawn lines correspond to

Dst = 21 "t h
d2 and Ds = 17rh d2, with Y = 1000 kp/m3.

On the other hand, one would expect that here not the spec.

weight r is important but rather the cohesion ~ . Yet, a

formula like D""''r.h'd could fit only to one diameter d, e.g.

with 1: = 16 kp/m2 (from p.7) for the thick rod Dst= 59'l:'h d

= 42.5 h. Yet, for the thin rod this would give Dst= 28 h,

which is too great compared with test results. More tests

are needed here; possibly the ratio rod diameter to seize

of average ice particle is important too.

On the other hand, interpretation of such drag tests in

sand and sand/water mixtures is possible even mncluding the
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the dependence of drag on velocity. Many tests with rods of

various cross sections have proved that here D"""'h5/2b1/2

with b = greatest breadth normal to flow. ~he pressure p on

the front part of the rod has also been measured as p"-'1h{h/b.

Accordingly, a distorted Froude number is useful in Fig.10

and 11: v /b
)

1/4 I. 2 (
)

v* = vgn'~ii "-JVf?v /p,
l
"v:,tt. ~: y/,?

where either the bulk weight 1 or the difference Aris intro-

duced. At vanishing speed in a mixture 61 yields a passive

earth resistance just as in dry sand 1 (where the air weight

is negligi ble). At v f 0 the momentum of displaced bulk mass

of the mixture gi ves an additional drag of 8 ~ hbv2 independ-

ent of gravity. In dry sand this mass is much smaller and

the friction decreases with speed, so that total drag decreas-

es somewhat at first with speed.

(The sand/water mixture at high speed becomes diluted

at the test station R = 0.5 m by centrifugal force because

the sand grains are denser than water and so the drag is re-

duced. )

All measurements were performed by Herr F.Meyer whose

expertise is duly acknowledged.
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